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JULIAN AFFIRMATION
he Fall is a Gift to us from the Universe. It

is a season of heightened awareness. It is a
time that embraces stunning Fall foliage,
delectable produce, Indian Summer, and
special days - Thanksgiving and Halloween.
We have a kaleidoscope of articles and poems
based on our theme Simple Joys. Julian‟s
Affirmation and his workshop in Saul‟s Corner are the colors, and a unique perspective
from each of our writers creates the many
shapes.

God is my source of all supply.
He answers my every need.
I become a flow of energy in a moving
force.
I know no beginning and no end.

Love, Light and Peace ~ The Editors

I am an instrument of peace and wholeness.
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It flows through me from my heart and my
touch.
It flows. A never ending force of peace.
For that is who I am.
So be it.

Copyright 201 Saul Srour
Author: Rev. June K. Burke and the Seraph Julian
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Feature Column by Eleanor Johnson
La Grangeville, NY

As I
prepare
this
article for
the Ring
of Light, I
am grateful for
having
survived
tropical
storm
Irene without a major impact to my home. If I
have any doubt that the LIGHT WORKS, I
have been assured that it does. I am grateful
for June and Julian‟s teachings plus the advice
of Aca‟ u. They have served us well.
The Fall Equinox, is upon us as we approach
September 21st. It is symbolic of the harvest.
This is the harvest of our thoughts and ideas
that began with the Spring Equinox, the time
of new beginnings.
We greet the Equinox when the planet Mars
enters the sign of Leo, from September to the
middle of November. Mars in Leo works well.
Mars is a fire planet, a fire energy, and Leo is
a fire sign. It is creative, enthusiastic and ambitious. Lots of courage and vitality in this
sign motivates us to achieve our objectives
and goals.

Saturn, the Great Disciplinarian, remains in
Libra. Saturn in Libra is very cooperative with
Mars in Leo. They support each other and work
well together. This pair can assist us to grow
through our relationships as Leo is love and
Libra rules relationships. It can encourage us to
use good judgment, diplomacy, tact with patience, endurance, and responsibility. This is
what Saturn in Libra is trying to convey both
personally and globally.
Jupiter is in the sign of Taurus the remainder of
this year until June of 2012. Jupiter in Taurus is
in a Venus sign, helping us to value what is
important in life.
October, Jupiter trines Pluto in the heavens.
This is a good blending of the optimism and
exuberance of Jupiter with the caution and
intensity of Pluto. This can allow us to have a
penetrating insight to permit us to overcome
obstacles that could prevent us from achievement. Psychic ability runs high.
November 15th brings a solar eclipse at 2 degrees of Sagittarius. It makes a trine in the
heavens to Uranus, a positive aspect.
Mercury will retrograde from November 24th to
December 14th. Mercury will be in Sagittarius.
It can be impulsive in this sign. Watch the
decisions you make. Do not overdo or overextend yourself. Mercury in this sign loves to do
things in a big way. Keep the balance, express
your sense of humor, and all will be well.
Love and Light,
Eleanor
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Simple Joys
By John Svirsky
Garrison, NY
Simple Joys, sounds easy to write about, doesn‟t it? I
thought so too, until I tried to do so. The first limitation is that I don‟t believe one can write intellectually about something one experiences from the heart.
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Shakespeare through the vehicle of Polonius in Hamlet said, “to thine own self be true, and it must follow,
as the night the day, Thou canst not then be false to
any man.” Contrast that with Oscar Wilde saying,
"Most people are other people. Their thoughts are
someone else‟s opinions, their lives a mimicry, their
passions a quotation," good examples of polarity leading to truth, for in my mind both statements are spot
on. In my case I see that my starting point was as
Oscar Wilde described, and I see my direction, my
goal and hearts desire is to the end this lifetime being
true to myself. Yet as Julian was so fond of saying:
“to know the self is to know quick silver.” For the
true authenticate self, as compared to the false self we
live in so much of the time, is constantly changing
and evolving and living in the moment. We must be
conscious of the moment we are in, without judgment
but with awe and wonderment of all that is present.

I won‟t bore you or myself describing simple joys of
being, such as, running naked in the grass while allowing the rain to kiss my body. I‟ll leave that to the
romantic writers. For me, there is no greater joy than
actually listening and hearing my inner voice. Well
maybe one greater joy, following the guidance I have
been given. Well maybe one even greater joy, rather
then giving the power outside of myself to see myself as part of my guides, my Angels,
and being one with All. Ah ha! That is
the greatest joy of all, being one with all, ...the greatest joy of all,
being one with all...
and living from that place of inner
knowing and connection.
So, I start from the premise that simple
joys are not intellectual achievements or
accomplishments. They are much more ethereal then
that. I start from the place that they are also not from
the romance novels or from TV or from what we
view at the movies. These are other people‟s fantasies not mine, For too long I would see something on
TV and make the experience my own, believing because I saw it on the screen, it too, was my own reality. At one point a very smart lady explained to me,
that to the child mind, the subconscious does not
differentiate or filter between its own experiences
and that which it sees on TV, magazines or the movies. Isn‟t that a scary thought? I lived much of my
life trying to find happiness by doing that which I
observed others were doing, making it my own, and
then wondering why I was not fulfilled when I
succeeded.
Today simple joy for me is connecting to my Higher
Power, feeling and allowing the energy to flow
through my being, allowing me to feel not only my
wonderful and powerful physical body, mental body,
and spiritual bodies, but to feel them working together in harmony for the singular purpose of being.

This very simple statement “You are
Blessed and you are Safe. Open the Eye”
as Julian counseled June says it all. We
are blessed, we are safe, and it is up to
each of us individually to open the Eye.
The Eye of knowing, the Eye of awareness and the Eye of being.

Just being conscious and present to all that is around
us is important and the way I have found to listen
deeper, to hear and feel more of what is present is
through my own daily writing. I am not sure of any
better way to know one‟s self than through writing. It
is my gift to myself. I have been constantly amazed
by what comes through my fingers on to the computer
screen for me to read.
Call it channeling if you like, but I don‟t. I call it me
being able to listen to me, something that is a soul
lesson of mine. By the time I leave this earth I look
forward to saying “Ah ha, the old boy finally heard
what we (my guides) have been trying to tell him all
these years; life is but a joke, don‟t take it so seriously. It was and is our playground to try our new
ideas. Nothing more, nothing less.”
So I imagine I will never find Simple Joy by pursuing
it. Yet by being open to its presence I am enhanced
and fulfilled in the knowing that Simple Joy never left
me. I was only temporarily distracted from feeling it‟s
essence.
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Ripples in the Force...
By Anne Claire Venemans
Utrecht, Netherlands & Patagonia, Arizona
There are certain things in life that can create a ripple effect in the „Force‟ ~ in the energy field
around us. And perhaps surprisingly, these things
often are small even innocuous things, like a budding flower or a butterfly moving around seemingly aimlessly. Children and baby~animals (well
okay, maybe not all baby~animals) have a tendency to start tiny ripples in the „Force‟.
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Simple things in our lives can create huge ripples in the
„Force‟, and in that manner bring a lighter, brighter energy into our lives, into our environment, and into the
world.
And the simple joys in our lives, the small things that
make us smile may well be one of the most powerful
transformative energies we have to share with the
world...
In Peace,
Anne Claire

Those ripples start with a little jump in our hearts.
Once one of those ripples has gotten our attention,
we really look at what is the cause of the movement of energy and may say something like:
“Ahwwwwww! How cute!!” And pretty soon we
may find ourselves smiling :)
As it turns out, a smile is a very powerful transformative event.
A smile is infectious. Whether a person wants to or
not, a smile will transform the space they are in at
that moment. It may even transform their whole
day! And so, while we may still be smiling because
of what we have seen that made our hearts jump ~
people we may not even know see us smile and
that in itself can bring a smile to their faces as
well! It can lighten their day. It can be that little ray
of hope or joy for those that perhaps find themselves in a difficult situation...
That ripple that started with a little jump in our
hearts, is now transforming the world around us.
Like the ripples that appear after we have thrown a
stone in the water, these ripples in the „Force‟
move out until they meet the edge, and then return
back to their point of origin ~ bringing that transformed energy back to us, causing our hearts to
make a little jump...

SIMPLE JOYS
Renee Salvatori
Wheeling, West Virginia

Aging. It happens with no effort. It‟s wisdom comes
generously to you.
No money spent. No travel time to get there.
It is done by simply being born.
OH, Wisdom. OH, Simple Joys.
May Simple joys continue make you smile.
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Simple Joys
By Blanche Duffy
Saugerties, NY
"Simple Gifts" was written by Elder Joseph while
he was at the Shaker community in Alfred,
Maine. These are the lyrics to his one-verse song:
'Tis the gift to be simple, 'tis the gift to be free
'Tis the gift to come down where we ought to be,
And when we find ourselves in the place just
right,
'Twill be in the valley of love and delight.
When true simplicity is gain'd,
To bow and to bend we shan't be asham'd,
To turn, turn will be our delight,
Till by turning, turning we come 'round right.
When I saw the theme for this edition of The
Ring of Light this lilting song began playing in
my head and each time I thought about the theme
it came back. So, I am gifting you with the same
joy!
There is such joy to listen to it play in your head
and actually sing along!
What a better place this world would be if we
remembered the simple joys of life instead of
concentrating 24/7 on the horrendous evils that
man has devised to wreck havoc on the land and
sometimes us! Yes, we need to be aware of problems and negativity and we need to take steps to
prevent/correct them. But to spend all of our
waking hours on those thoughts alone is a terrible
disservice to ourselves and to everyone with we
come into contact. We need to develop the art of
thinking positively and spreading it around wherever we go! Remember…by keeping a positive
outlook regardless of the circumstances with
which we are dealing can help change the energy
and encourage a positive outcome! Recalling
simple joys already experienced is one way to do
this.
As a child I can remember walking to the corner
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deli and splurging a whole nickel on an Italian
Lemon Ice. What a simple and delicious joy on a hot
summer afternoon!
And when I enrolled in college and was accepted on
my grades alone without having to take any entrance
exams – it was pure bliss!
My first car was a beat-up old Chevy for which I
paid $90 but I could not have been happier if it had
been a brand new Mercedes!
And the first time I saw a ceramic article that I had
made come out of the kiln a finished piece – oh my –
I was DaVinci, Michelangelo, and Rodin all rolled
into one!
What I am trying to say is that it really takes very
little to create joy in our lives if we are open to it!
We may think that winning the lottery will be the
answer to all of our problems and guarantee everlasting happiness but… it could also be the start of a horrific period of unrest and disappointment!
We might truly believe that being chosen for a coveted job, or being elected to a particular office, or
meeting the person of our dreams will be the ultimate
of rewards, and so they might be! But never forget
the joy of walking through the woods on a beautiful
Autumn day and watching the critters scurrying
about, or picking wild flowers by the side of the
road, or seeing an old friend with whom we have not
had contact in a long time. These are simply joys that
can make our hearts sing and give us something to
remember when the skies darken.
And who has not gone into ecstasy when receiving a
sloppy, wet kiss from a wiggling puppy? Can‟t think
of anyone I know!
One of the joys of my life at the present time is to
meet an old friend for lunch and catch up on “what‟s
new”! And regardless of all of the projects with
which I am involved I still have the same joy and
awe when I open the kiln and see the finished pieces
continued on page 10
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The Conscious Mind (cont‟d from June 2011 ROL)
Levels of the Mind ‐ Workshop #200
Copyright © 1986 Saul Srour
Authors: Rev. June K. Burke and the Seraph Julian
You work with the super-conscious level of the mind in
directing the life. This functions with the pineal gland,
for that is the level of mind of the pineal. The pineal is
the master gland of the spirit body just as the pituitary is
the master gland of the physical body. The subconscious directs the pituitary and the body. What is stored
in the subconscious is very much like your computer
system. You put all this stuff in there, and it is supposed
to come out in its proper sequence when you need it, so
what you put in there is very important. The conscious
mind is the collector, as we mentioned earlier. Everything you conceive is stored as a memory in the subconscious to be called forth when it is needed for identification.
If there is an impairment of any kind of the conscious
mind, so that discernment is not there, one must work
through the super-conscious mind for direction of the
subconscious so that the body can function. There are
times when you have to by-pass that conscious mind to
get to the subconscious. Again, hypnosis works with the
quieting of the conscious mind, getting the conscious
mind concentrating elsewhere so that the information
can be directed to the subconscious. The superconscious is the spirit consciousness. If you center
yourself (meditation is the key to all of this), you will
find yourself in direct contact with that super conscious
mind which can pull from that cosmos anything you
want – anything you want. Just be careful what you
want. You do not get half packages; you get the whole
package. If you want the big car, you are going to get
the big car and the big gas bills and the big repair bills
and whatever goes with it. There are no half packages;
you get the whole thing.
If you are directing something in your life to the detriment of another, you are not going to manifest. Suppose
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a person says, "Oh, if he'd only die, I'd have all his
money, and I could do what I wanted." Even if he did
die, that person would not do what he wants, because he
has created a growth negativity with his thinking. You
must ask yourself, first of all, "If it has not manifested,
what is there about it that is not right for me?" And you
must ask, "What have I done to help manifest it in the
physical?" Everything that is in the cosmos, everything
in the etheric form, must have the force of a physical
being to bring it into manifestation in the physical world
-- the altering of vibrations through expansion and contraction, and so forth. Your physical action toward something puts the wheels in motion.
For instance, people say, "I've always wanted to have a
fur coat, but I've never had one." You will find that they
have never put one cent away toward a fur coat. They
have spent their money on everything else that they
wanted that came along in the meantime. Had they begun to seed money toward that coat by putting away
something and giving up something else, the sacrifice
would manifest. In other words, "I'd like to have that
record this week, but that's ten dollars that can go toward
my coat."
Everything manifests through sacrifice of some kind.
That does not mean blood on the altar. I cannot tell you
that enough because there are such misconceptions about
sacrifice. Sacrifice is transition, transformation. What
you are doing is transferring the finances that you have
into a priority direction toward what you want, which
can then put all the wheels into motion to help it happen.
You can never expect spirit to give you that which you
will not give yourself, or do for you that which you will
not do for yourself. It doesn't work that way. They are
not a magic surprise station sort-of-thing. If something is
not manifesting in your life, your thinking process on it
has not been clear and concise. When you are trying to
manifest something, do not bother with creative writing.
Embellishment is not what you want. You want clear,
concise thought, positive thought that is absolutely directional.
There are many things that help for concentration. For
instance, ritual is not bad. Ritual has a purpose it is a
focusing. You say a bath relaxes you so you can concentrate, a lit candle gives you a focusing point of light this
continued on Page 7
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The Conscious Mind - continued from page 6
sort of thing. That is fine, but when you start getting to the point where the ritual is running you
instead of you running the ritual, it is out of balance. Once it is out of balance, it can in no way
serve you. Then you say, "Let's start from scratch.
What am I doing to make what I want to happen in
my life happen?" Or, "Am I expending my energies
on something detrimental to me?" The person who
says, "All I want is his wife," is going to expend all
his energies on "his wife" while fourteen absolutely
gorgeous, free women walk by, and then he wonders why he gets no place. That person is attempting to take something that is not really his to take.
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universe was created by manifestation. There was
movement in the void -- creative thought -- expansion, contraction, and so forth.
Let us say you were the parent of (heaven forbid)
twenty eight children. Would it not be terrible if you
taught those children that they never had to do anything but rely on you? Is it not better that you say,
"My instructions, which will let you have all that you
want, are given to you. Now you work at it."

The problem is that in areas of metaphysics, people
go on power kicks. They begin to let the ego get in
the way of the God knowledge, the God-Self, and
then they begin to interpret the God-Self as strictly
power. That is not what it is at all; it is centering. It is
power, power that is almost frightening in its strength,
That is not positive; that is greed. There is a differbut a power for fulfillment only when directed as it
should be. Misdirected it boomerangs right back on
ence. You do have to ask yourself what you are
the person and that is what dogmatic principle
asking -- what you are really asking.
(organized religions) have tried to
protect mankind from since the beOne of the sermons the instrument
Always be sure you are not
ginning of time. It is important to
has given is based on: I don't know
by-passing the answer to your
realize that in your day and age there
what the future holds, but I know
prayer and not seeing it.
are many educated people who are
who holds the future. When you
thinkers, but long ago there were
very, very few. Most people did not
use the God within you, it is faith.
read nor write, and so the church, as you would call it,
It is using that which was given to you, which is the
became a power for protection of the masses. That is
God-Self. It is not in conflict to absolute faith, bewhy they would always warn to beware of charlatans,
cause if you have absolute faith in you, you have
beware of mediums, beware of talking with spirits,
absolute faith in God, for you are God – an extenand so forth. There were many charlatans who would
sion of Him. That breath of life breathed forth in
deceive people who did not know and had no way of
you is the God Self.
protecting themselves. It started out to be a very good
thing but like many good things, sometimes gets carried away with itself and becomes the "only" thing.
When they say you must have blind faith, it is saying have blind faith in the God within you. The difference is that many people recognize God as an
Your ability to create a high quality product is based
external being but do not see Him as internal. You
on how you focus your energy and what you brought
need to work with that -- the internal God.
into the life. Some people have come in much more
creative than others because of past involvement and
what they have asked to work with in this life. Others
In reality, there is no conflict. It is, again, according
will have to work twice as hard to pull it from themto the programming of a dogmatic principle within
selves. It is where you are directing the force that
someone as to how much that person can accept.
makes that difference.
Many people who become involved in the metaphysical area go through a great purging or confuUsually there will be a natural leaning, a desire or
sion trying to separate dogmatic principle from the
principle of manifestation. But, you see, the whole

continued on page 8
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The Conscious Mind - continued from page 7
interest in a specific field. You must then obtain for
yourself whatever the criteria of that field calls for.
Remember this, every Master Teacher in the world
functioned through, what seems to be, dogmatic principles (Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Islam, and so
forth), but every Master Teacher in the world taught
the same principle. The Master Teacher Jesus taught
and preached on the hilltop. He did not have a temple.
He did not say this is where I am. He said, "I Am That
I Am. I am one with the Father, therefore, what I speak
are His words." Zoroaster taught the same thing. Long
before Jesus and Buddha, there were Master Teachers
who came to bring the message home more strongly in
their given areas, and the teachings of these people
have survived all that mankind could do to them. Even
though mankind tries to make their own design from
wisdom and truth, the wisdom and truth are always
there at the core. That is why I say to you, accept nothing that you cannot feel yourself. You must take away
the embellishment of any dogmatic principle, any philosophy, and find the truth at the center. When you do,
you will find the exact same truth.
You must ask yourself what is creative effort for you.
A creative force can manifest itself many ways in the
life. A person may be creative in his home. He may be
creative in the arts, or music, or dance, but he has to
know what creative force he is manifesting for himself
and if it is right for him. In other words, if you have
the ability to create a harmonious home and excellent
food, which is a creative expression, and you're doing
that well, do not lament the fact that you are not the
great sculptor. Know that you are creative and directing that creativity to that which is the element of the
self. No matter what you decide to direct that creative
energy to, you are going to have to put the physical
effort into it.
Being realistic is never separate from spirituality.
Spirituality is not a pie-in-the-sky fantasy; it is reality.
Being most spiritual is facing reality many times and
altering the direction of your force. Let us say that a
young woman is a writer, and she is writing for a
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specific market because in her mind, that is what she
would like to do. Perhaps the real quality of her work lies
in a slightly different market or different manner of writing. Once she faces the reality that that market is not hers
but the other one can be, her full potential can flow, and
she can create in the market which is right for her. It is a
fine line difference between a desire and a need, a fulfillment.
Your ability to create a high quality product is based on
how you focus your energy and what you brought into the
life. Some people have come in much more creative than
others because of past involvement and what they have
asked to work with in this life. Others will have to work
twice as hard to pull it from themselves. It is where you
are directing the force that makes that difference.
Usually there will be a natural leaning, a desire or interest
in a specific field. You must then obtain for yourself
whatever the criteria of that field calls for. In other words,
if a creative expression is to be through dance, then one
knows that one has to learn the dance steps. You can
dream about being a great dancer, but until you put the
hours of practice and work into it and use that force with
your creative thought, it will not materialize. The person
who wants to write and sits down once a month for a half
hour is never going to be a writer. He must really work at
it and make it a focus of his life in order for it to manifest.
Sit down and meditate. Let your super conscious, your
Higher Self, give you direction. Give yourself the dignity
of a time slot, the perseverance of staying with it, and ask
that the direction be where to channel your energy. Again,
go inward to the God within. When you know what direction to channel, get the professional know-how that is
needed. You go inward first, and it will succeed.
Please remember this, many times your prayers and your
requests are answered and you do not recognize it. When
you ask for help, be willing to take the help that comes.
Do not say it has to be green; do not say it has to come on
Tuesday; do not say it has to be in this manner. Say, "This
is the situation, Father, give me the answer in here," and
you will get the answer.
It may not be the one you want. That is where you often
fool yourself. You want an answer for your prayer, but
you want it your way. You are not asking for help, you
are asking for your will, your desire. Many times people
will ask to have some sort of manifestation, will get
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"The Joy that Roots the Spirit"

SAMHAIN POEM

J. P. Riley
Saratoga, CA

Author unknown

The joy that roots the spirit
comes only from the heart
The joy that roots the spirit
cannot be found apart
The joy that roots the spirit
cannot be trapped or fought
The joy that roots the spirit
comes only when we stop
The joy that roots the spirit
is embracing why we cry
The joy that roots the spirit
is embracing why we die
The joy that roots the spirit
is embracing why we see
The joy that roots the spirit
is embracing how to be
The joy that roots the spirit
comes not from yesteryear
The joy that roots the spirit
comes not from times yet here
The joy that roots the spirit
comes not from distant lands
The joy that roots the spirit
is here flowing through our hands
The joy that roots the spirit
is celebrating how to heal
The joy that roots the spirit
is celebrating how to feel
The joy that roots the spirit
is watered by our tears
The joy that roots the spirit
grows larger than the years
The joy that roots the spirit
seeks the ever-moving sun
The joy that roots the spirit
seeks the ever-changing one
The joy that roots the spirit
comes not from far above
The joy that roots the spirit
comes from the heart of boundless love

Point of Light held strong
Point of Light between Two Worlds
Thinner and thinner the veil becomes
Until it is breached by unseen visions and unheard
voices
Heralded from the other side
Caroling forth new songs from welcomed voices
From the other side
As the darkness draws neigh
The flame of Light sheds illumination on the Path to
follow
The flame ignites the Love within the Heart
To glow and grow steadfastly
It holds the promise of the Yet to Be
In the Here and Now
A new spiral begins

September Swim
Float with joy.
Walk with Love
Spread joy
Like waves,
upon the water!
Dive in!
Ann Hardin Strauss
Boulder, CO
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The Conscious Mind - continued from page 8
that manifestation in a different form, and will not
recognize that their prayer has been answered. A
person says, "I want a car because I've got to get to
work every day," and the neighbor knocks on the
door and says, "You know, we work in the same
place. Why don't we ride together and share the
expenses, and it will be better for both of us."
Transportation to his job that he can afford has
been presented to him. He cannot afford the car at
the moment, but he does not recognize that his
prayer has been answered because it was not his
car in his garage. Always be sure you are not bypassing the answer to your prayer and not seeing it.
Very important.
When help is sent, be ready to accept it. Many people will say they want help and when somebody
offers them help, will react with, "I can't take it
from you. My pride won't let me." Then they say
their prayers are never answered. It is amusing to
watch the human race. It is amusing, believe me.
But it is all lessons in learning.

Ring of Light
SIMPLE JOYS
Renee Salvatori
Wheeling, West Virginia
The smell of a new clean baby.
Watching a small child lick an ice cream cone.
A child‟s unprejudiced smile in a check-out line.
The loving greetings from your pet.
A deep breath of your awaiting lungs.
Hearing and feeling your hearts rhythm and beats.
A looonnnggg satisfying sighhhhhh.
The comfort of your bed and favorite pillow.
Leisurely lingering in your bed or house on a day off.
A walk through cool grass with bare feet.
The first blooms of any tree or flower.

(to be continued in December 2011 ROL)

The fluffy white clouds against the powder blue sky.
The soft drizzle of rain on your check and arms.

Simple Joys - continued from page 5

The first warm day after a long cold winter.
The first cool day after a long hot summer.

ready to come out!
It is the simple, nondescript things that we remember and relive when we need a boost! It truly is
“Tis the gift to be simple…”

Namaste!
Blanche Duffy

A glass of cool liquid on a hot day.
A glass of hot liquid on a cold day.
Singing a line or two of a great song.
Knowing nothing has to be finished before you exit
life.
The eternal sun that warms even the coldest soul.
The realization that you are loved even if by yourself.

Ring of Light
Can Cold Water Clean Dishes?
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Russ Beck
Cupertino, CA

As his appeared to have tiny specks around the
edge that looked like dried egg and asked,

This is for all the germ conscious folks
that worry about using cold water to
clean.

“Are you sure these plates are clean?”

John went to visit his 90 year old grandfather in a very secluded, rural area of Saskatchewan.
After spending a great evening chatting
the night away, the next morning John‟s
grandfather prepared breakfast of bacon,
eggs and toast.

Without looking up the old man said,
“I told you before, Sonny, those dishes are as
clean as cold water can get them. Now don‟t
you fret, I don‟t want to hear another word
about it!”
Later that afternoon, John was on his way to a
nearby town and as he was leaving, his grandfather‟s dog started to growl, and wouldn‟t let
him pass.

However, John noticed a film like substance on his plate, and questioned his
grandfather asking,

John yelled and said,

“Are these plates clean?”

“Grandfather, your dog won‟t let me get to my
car.”

His grandfather replied,
“They‟re clean as cold water can get‟em.
Just you go ahead and finish your meal,
Sonny!”
For lunch the old man made hamburgers.
Again, John was concerned about the
plates.

Without diverting his attention from the football game he was watching on TV, the old man
shouted,
“Coldwater, go lay down now, yah hear me!”

Contact Us……

We thank each and everyone of you for your financial
support that allows us to bring the Ring of Light to you.

The Ring of Light is a periodic publication serving
the Julian Community. A $10.00 US annual contribution on your part will cover the cost of your
newsletter! Make checks payable to Dan Walton.
This newsletter is a tool to connect our community. It is your tool to share and use ideas, activities and creative works. Thanks to the many
contributors.
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Next Issue Theme: “Potpourri”
Deadline for Submissions: December 1st, 2011.
Dan & Nancy Walton - Ring of Light Editorial Team
Newsletter Submissions—How to !

ROL via EMAIL!

For entries larger than 25 words, please submit a
text file in electronic form. Send us a 3.5” computer disk or electronic contribution to:
Dan & Nancy Walton
306 Seaview Drive
Benicia, CA 94510

A Newsletter of the Julian Community
c/o Dan & Nancy Walton
306 Seaview Drive
Benicia, CA 94510

What a novel
idea!
If
version please contact us via our

you prefer an electronic

